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Azure Security Assessment
The adoption of cloud services worldwide continues to accelerate, yet
many organisations are wary of trusting third parties with their data,
applications and infrastructure.
Microsoft Azure enables organisations to build secure solutions in the
cloud, managing identities, protecting critical assets and responding to
advanced threats.
It is essential however that Azure security features are in place and
configured in line with best practices protecting the organisation from risks.
Our Azure Security Assessments are delivered by senior security
consultants, expert in Microsoft Cloud and security technologies

Azure Security Assessment

The adoption of cloud services worldwide continues to accelerate, yet many organisations are wary of
trusting third parties with their data, applications and infrastructure. Microsoft Azure enables
organisations to build secure solutions in the cloud, managing identities, protecting critical assets and
responding to advanced threats.
It is essential however that Azure security features are in place and configured in line with best practices
protecting the organisation from risks.
Ward Solutions’ Security Assessments are delivered by senior security consultants, expert in Microsoft
Cloud and security technologies, who adopt a risk based approach ensuring that strategic business
objectives are delivered in a secure manner.

Objectives and Approach

Understand Azure cloud
• Gain an understanding of your business requirements and
security objectives and requirements how they drive security objectives and requirements.

Azure Security Readiness

Report on Recommendations

• Assess Azure Security Services in line with Microsoft and
industry best practices.
• Assessing threats to data and applications in Azure

• Report on finding and recommendations for security
remediation activities.

Benefits of Using Ward Solutions
• Improves your security posture and reduces your security
risk
• Delivered by cloud experienced security consultants with
Industry (CCSK, CISSP, CISA, CGEIT) and Microsoft
Certifications.
• Based on Microsoft and Industry Best Practices and
controls.

Azure Security Services Covered
• Azure Identity and Access Management
• Azure Networking
• Azure Database Security
• Azure Storage Security
• Azure Privacy and Compliance
• Azure Web Security
• Azure monitoring, logging and reporting.

Ward Solutions help companies realise business value from security, risk and compliance investments. We accomplish this by
providing security and compliance consulting services, managed security services and best-in-class security technologies.

